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Abstract

Dexmedetomidine is highly selective α2-adrenergic receptor agonist approved for short-term sedation in an intensive care unit (ICU) setting or in non-intubated patients prior to and/or during surgical and other procedures. Dexmedetomidine is the dextro isomer of medetomidine with eight times greater selectivity for α2-adrenergic receptors than clonidine. This action in the central and peripheral nervous systems results in sedation and analgesia (sedoanalgesia). Dexmedetomidine is devoid of opioid and gabaergic activity and is not associated with respiratory depression resulting in cooperative and conscious (semi-arousable) sedation. The inhibition of sympathetic stress response mediated via α2-adrenergic receptor reduces heart rate and blood pressure, which promotes cardiovascular stability and protection. When given by continuous intravenous infusion it has a rapid onset and a relatively short duration of action (offset is secondary to infusion duration). Dexmedetomidine has been associated with decreased ICU costs in adult patients due to reduced time on mechanical ventilation and length of stay. The lack of respiratory depression allows for rapid extubation despite sedative therapeutic plasma concentrations. Dexmedetomidine possesses some analgesic activity; other applications include as a premedication, in the prevention of emergence delirium or agitation, and for the control of shivering. Use of dexmedetomidine is associated with reduced requirements for analgesics, sedatives and general anesthetics. There are no significant drug-drug interactions due to protein binding or metabolism. Biotransformation is almost complete to inactive metabolites. Dexmedetomidine has been reported to cause higher rates of bradycardia and hypotension, but a lower incidence of neurocognitive dysfunction including delirium. Inhibition of inflammation and activation of protective signaling pathways suggest a possible neuro protective effect. Dexmedetomidine has a very low incidence of withdrawal effects, even after prolonged use. Intranasal, buccal and oral formulations have been developed. Dexmedetomidine is not known as a substance of abuse and it is not a controlled substance.

INTRODUCTION

The class of α2-adrenergic receptor agonists includes clonidine, guanfacine, guanabenz, tizanidine, methyldopa, methylnorepinephrine (levonordefrin), medetomidine, and dexmedetomidine. The action of α2-adrenergic receptor agonists in the central and peripheral nervous systems resulting in sedation and analgesia (sedoanalgesia) has led to the use of a number of these agents as sedatives in a wide variety of clinical settings including critical care and anesthesia as well as in dental and pediatric practice [1-4].

Dexmedetomidine is the dextro isomer of medetomidine and possesses at least an eight fold greater selectivity for α2-adrenergic receptors than clonidine [5]. First approved in the USA in 1999; it is currently utilized for short-term sedation in an intensive care unit (ICU) setting or in non-intubated patients prior to and/or during surgical and other procedures [6]. It also possesses analgesic properties, but because it is devoid of opioid and gabaergic activity, it is not associated with respiratory depression allowing for cooperative and conscious (semi-arousable) sedation [7].

Use of dexmedetomidine has been associated with decreased ICU costs in adult patients, compared with traditional sedatives, principally due to reduced time on mechanical ventilation and length of stay [8]. It has been reported to cause higher rates of bradycardia and hypotension, but a lower incidence of neurocognitive dysfunction including delirium [9]. Dexmedetomidine is not known as a substance of abuse and it is not a controlled substance.

INDICATIONS AND USAGE

Dexmedetomidine is indicated for sedation of initially
Doxmedetomidine is a highly selective and potent α₂-adrenergic receptor agonist (α₂: α₁ ratio = 1620:1) [7,14]. It also binds to imidazoline receptors that are postulated to play a role in cardiac output is decreased by about 35%, but stroke volume decreased by 16–30% at plasma concentrations >1–3 ng/mL; decreased norepinephrine release. [7]. In adults heart rate is mediated through activation of presynaptic α₂B - adrenergic receptors on vascular smooth muscle [7,13].

Dexmedetomidine is not approved for use >24 hours [10,11]. Use of dexmedetomidine >24 hours has been associated with tolerance and tachyphylaxis and a dose-dependent increase in adverse events. Prolonged use of dexmedetomidine ≥7 days, may result in some withdrawal symptoms. However the incidence is low (3-5%) and the most common withdrawal events are nausea, vomiting and agitation occurring up to 48 hours after discontinuation. No withdrawal events are described after short-term use (<6 hours).

**PHARMACODYNAMICS**

Dexmedetomidine exerts a biphasic effect on blood pressure; decreasing blood pressure by central sympatholytic effects at lower concentrations mediated via α₂-adrenergic receptors on peripheral presynaptic nerves, and increasing blood pressure at higher concentrations by peripheral vasoconstriction mediated via α₁-adrenergic receptors on vascular smooth muscle [7,13]. Thus, a loading dose infused slowly over 10 minutes avoids any potential initial hypertension associated with rapid infusion. Doses of 0.25–1 μg/kg in adults and 0.5–6 μg/kg/hr in children decrease blood pressure by 13-16% and 20%, respectively.

**PHARMACOKINETICS**

Dexmedetomidine is highly lipophilic and highly protein bound (94%); binding is significantly reduced in hepatic impairment, but hepatic blood flow appears to play the greater role in hepatic clearance [14]. Clearance decreases with increasing age; high plasma concentrations cause decreased cardiac output and vasoconstriction resulting in lower clearance [13].

From in vitro studies there was negligible protein binding displacement of dexmedetomidine by fentanyl, ketorolac, theophylline, digoxin and lidocaine; similarly there was negligible protein binding displacement of phentoin, warfarin, ibuprofen, propranolol, theophylline and digoxin by dexmedetomidine. The use of dexmedetomidine typically reduces anesthetic requirements, but studies in patients receiving certain concomitant central nervous system medications such as antidepressants and anticonvulsants have shown some variability in sedative effect, the latter due to enzyme-induced clearance changes [14].

Biotransformation of dexmedetomidine is almost complete via direct N-glucuronidation, aliphallic hydroxylation (principally by CYP2A6), and N-methylation. The metabolites are considered inactive and there is no chiral conversion to the levo isomer [14].

Other formulations have been evaluated including intramuscular, intranasal, buccal and oral [14,15]. There is an extensive first pass effect with oral administration with a reported bioavailability of 16%. Absorption is greater through intranasal and buccal routes, with a reported bioavailability of 82% for the intranasal route. Onset of sedation with intranasal formulations is approximately 45 minutes with a peak effect at 90-150 minutes for doses of 1-1.0 μg/kg.

Doxmedetomidine is highly selective and potent α₂-adrenergic receptor agonist (α₂: α₁ ratio = 1620:1) [7,14]. It also binds to imidazoline receptors that are postulated to play a role in lowering blood pressure and pain modulation [5]. Sedation is mediated through activation of α₂-adrenergic receptors in the locus coeruleus and is concentration-dependent; plasma concentrations of 0.2 - 0.3 ng/mL result in sedation, 0.7-2.0 ng/mL result in analgesia and conscious sedation, and 2.71 – 3.85 ng/mL result in deep sedation in adults [7,13]. Continuous infusion of 0.2-1 μg/kg/hr after a loading dose of 0.5-1 μg/kg results in sedation in infants. Duration of sedation is greater in severe renal impairment than in healthy subjects for the same dose, even though the elimination half-life is shorter.

Doxmedetomidine demonstrates linear pharmacokinetics for the dose range of 0.2 - 0.7 μg/kg/hr for up to 24 hours when administered by iv infusion [1,12]. Dexmedetomidine possesses a distribution half-life of approximately 6 minutes and a terminal elimination half-life of approximately 2 hours (2-compartment model). This allows for rapid onset and a relatively short duration of action; however, the offset is secondary to infusion duration. Thus, the context-sensitive half time may range from 90-150 minutes for doses of 1-1.0 μg/kg.

**DOSED AND ADMINISTRATION**

Dosing should be individualized and titrated according to desired clinical effect [14]. For sedation of adults in the ICU initial dosing is 1 μg/kg over 10 minutes, followed by a maintenance infusion of 0.2 - 0.7 μg/kg/hr. For adult procedural sedation initial dosing is 1 μg/kg over 10 minutes, followed by a maintenance infusion initiated at 0.6 μg/kg/hr (range 0.2 - 1 μg/kg/hr). Dose adjustments are recommended for patients >65 years and for patients with impaired hepatic function. Caution is advised in patients with severe renal impairment especially if comorbidities.

Dexmedetomidine can be used in mechanically ventilated intubated and mechanically ventilated patients in an ICU setting [10,11]. Treatment is by continuous intravenous (iv) infusion using a controlled infusion device; and not to exceed 24 hours. Dexmedetomidine can be used in mechanically ventilated patients prior to extubation, during extubation, and post-extubation (discontinuation prior to extubation is not required).

Dexmedetomidine is also indicated for conscious sedation of non-intubated patient’s prior to and/or during surgical procedures such as Monitored Anesthesia Care (MAC) with an adequate nerve block and/or local infiltration; and Awake Fiberoptic Intubation (AFl) after adequate topical preparation of the upper airway with local anesthesia [10,11].

**PHARMACOKINETICS**

Dexmedetomidine is a highly selective and potent α₂-adrenergic receptor agonist (α₂: α₁ ratio = 1620:1) [7,14]. It also binds to imidazoline receptors that are postulated to play a role in lowering blood pressure and pain modulation [5]. Sedation is mediated through activation of α₂-adrenergic receptors in the locus coeruleus and is concentration-dependent; plasma concentrations of 0.2 - 0.3 ng/mL result in sedation, 0.7-2.0 ng/mL result in analgesia and conscious sedation, and 2.71 – 3.85 ng/mL result in deep sedation in adults [7,13]. Continuous infusion of 0.2-1 μg/kg/hr after a loading dose of 0.5-1 μg/kg results in sedation in infants. Duration of sedation is greater in severe renal impairment than in healthy subjects for the same dose, even though the elimination half-life is shorter.
may be more sensitive and require dose reduction [4]. In children heart rate is decreased by 13–20% at doses of 1–6 μg/kg/h. Other cardiovascular effects include increased pulmonary and systemic vascular resistance and increased central venous, pulmonary artery, pulmonary and capillary wedge pressures. Dexmedetomidine also reduces cerebral blood flow by 30% at 0.2–0.6 μg/kg/h in a dose-dependent manner.

**CLINICAL USES**

**Sedation**

A systematic review of α₂ - adrenergic receptor agonists for sedation of mechanically ventilated adults in the ICU reported that length of stay and time to extubation were significantly shorter for dexmedetomidine, compared with propofol or benzodiazepines (midazolam or lorazepam) [16]. There were no differences in time to target sedation between sedative interventions, but dexmedetomidine was associated with a higher risk of bradycardia. In a RCT of mechanically ventilated ICU patients on a dexmedetomidine infusion spent more time at the target level of sedation, and spent more days alive without delirium or coma than with a lorazepam infusion [17]. Two RCTs comparing dexmedetomidine with midazolam or propofol found that patients’ interactions were improved with dexmedetomidine and median duration of mechanical ventilation was shorter compared with midazolam, but not compared with propofol [18]. A Cochrane review of α₂ - adrenergic receptor agonists compared to traditional sedatives (benzodiazepines) for long-term sedation of mechanically ventilated adults in the ICU found that dexmedetomidine reduced the mean duration of mechanical ventilation and length of stay, but had no effect on mortality or delirium [19]. The lack of respiratory depression with dexmedetomidine is of particular benefit for procedural sedation involving interventions in the prone position such as Minimally Invasive Spine Surgery (MISS), while the reusability aspect of dexmedetomidine-based sedation allows for use in procedures such as awake craniotomies [7,14]. However, because of the variability of hypercapnic ventilatory response in ICU patients (and also in the elderly) continuous cardiac and respiratory monitoring is recommended in these clinical settings.

**Analgesia**

Stimulation of central and spinal α₂ - adrenergic receptors plays a role in analgesic effect. A systematic review of RCTs of α₂ - adrenergic receptor agonists (clonidine or dexmedetomidine vs. placebo) found that the use of dexmedetomidine was associated with morphine - sparing postoperatively and decreased pain intensity, at 24 hours [20]. However, the direct effect on pain, for example, in monotherapy in healthy volunteers is less well demonstrated [14].

**Anxiolysis**

As a premedication, dexmedetomidine is associated with comparable anxiolysis to benzodiazepines and can reduce requirements of sedatives and general anesthetics as well as reducing agitation on recovery [2].

**Delerium**

Limited evidence suggests that dexmedetomidine may be associated with a lower incidence of delirium through avoidance of deep sedation and reduction in benzodiazepine use [21]. A RCT in elderly patients (> 65 years) after non-cardiac surgery found that the incidence of postoperative delirium was significantly lower with dexmedetomidine vs. placebo, with no difference in hypotension or bradycardia [22]. A meta-analysis reported significant reductions in the incidences of delirium, agitation and confusion with dexmedetomidine compared with controls [23].

**PEDIATRIC POPULATION**

There are very few RCTs in children and most of the information is derived from small observational studies or extrapolated from the adult data set. A systematic review of dexmedetomidine in the pediatric population reported on iv use for sedation in the ICU, and in intranasal, buccal and oral formulations as a premedication [24]. It is also used adjunctively for nerve blocks with local anesthetics, as a sedative for investigations such as magnetic resonance imaging, and for intraoperative analgesia for procedures such as extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy. A review of α₂ - adrenergic receptor agonists for sedation in pediatric critical care found an opioid - sparing effect in two small RCTs with dexmedetomidine [25]. A systematic review and meta-analysis of dexmedetomidine as a premedication reported that there was greater preoperative sedation and decreased postoperative pain compared with midazolam, and superiority to placebo in providing satisfactory intravenous cannulation [26]. Another meta-analysis reported a similar effect on postoperative pain with significant reduction in the doses of rescue analgesic drugs as well as decreased anxiety with parental separation and decreased postoperative agitation vs. midazolam [27]. However, adverse events reported in another meta-analysis included reduced systolic and mean blood pressure and heart rate and prolongation of the onset of sedation when compared with midazolam [28].

**THERMOREGULATION**

The α₂ - adrenergic receptor agonists acting at the hypothalamic level and through the sympathetic nervous system are reported to be effective in the control of postoperative shivering and hyperthermia [2]. A Cochrane review reported that both doxidine and dexmedetomidine reduced postoperative shivering; there was more sedation and bradycardia with dexmedetomidine vs. midazolam [29]. Three RCTs found dexmedetomidine to have a faster onset and lower recurrence rate than tramadol or clonidine [30-32]. There was greater sedation with dexmedetomidine, and one study reported more hypotension and bradycardia than clonidine.

**TREATMENT OF WITHDRAWAL SYNDROMES**

Given the role of the noradrenergic system in withdrawal syndromes it is postulated that the α₂ - adrenergic receptor agonists are relevant in mitigating withdrawal-related symptoms. A review of case reports and series in alcohol withdrawal suggested that dexmedetomidine may be of benefit as an adjunctive agent [33]. However, no controlled trials have been conducted to date, thus there are no dosing recommendations in terms of titration or maintenance schedules. Although, duration of treatment was typically > 24 hours adverse outcomes...
NEUROPROTECTION

Animal data report attenuation of propofol and isoflurane induced hippocampal neuro apoptosis with dexmedetomidine [34,35]. These models suggest a potential neuroprotective effect of dexmedetomidine postulated to act through decreased sympathetic activity, inhibition of inflammatory processes, and activation of protective signal pathways, for example, the extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) and phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) / Protein Kinase B (Akt) pathway [36]. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued new warnings about general anesthetic and sedative (benzodiazepine) drugs in April 2017 concerning the risks of negative effects on brain development in children < 3 years [37]. Dexmedetomidine was not included by this label change and while there are insufficient data to conclude a neuro protective effect nonetheless it would appear that there may be an overall decreased adverse risk with dexmedetomidine.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Dexmedetomidine is recommended as a first-line agent for sedation by the Society of Critical Care Medicine [38]. Pharmacogenomic studies may help elucidate interpatient variability [14,39]. In addition to the approved clinical applications, dexmedetomidine's role in the treatment of emergence delirium and in the pediatric population would suggest future areas of research; the latter, particularly, when combined with alternate routes of administration such as intranasal or buccal [24,40]. Other populations that also warrant further study include the obese that are at risk of apnea and opioid-induced ventilator depression. As with other members of the class the potential for use in pain syndromes and in the treatment of alcohol and drug toxicity and withdrawal is also of interest. Translational studies would help demonstrate any specific benefit in terms of neuroprotection.

SUMMARY

Dexmedetomidine demonstrates clinical utility and overall safety in a wide variety of treatment environments. Dexmedetomidine’s therapeutic actions in terms of sedoanalgesia are principally derived from its high selectivity for α₂ adrenergic receptors, which also predicts its adverse effect profile. Currently it is the only agent in its class approved for short-term use in procedural sedation and for sedation in an ICU setting.
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